universal av mounting systems

innovative pl astic solutions

construction fittings & fixtures

Universal wall and ceiling mounting
solutions custom engineered to meet
all your Audio Visual needs.

Vinyl, acrylic and metal signage, point
of sale stands and displays, design and
custom fabrications.

Flexible, scalable service distribution
components for medical, commercial,
retail and domestic applications.

> Secure and robust
> Easy to install
> Integrated child safety features
> Reduces AV equipment theft

> Experienced design team
> Quick turn-around time
> Combined metal and acrylic designs available
> 3-D signage specialists

> Simple, economic retrofit systems
> Designed for multiple applications
> Architect and interior designed support available
> Innovative cable service centres

With the imminent arrival of Digital TV transmission,
global reports show that LCD and plasma TV shipments
continue to rise over 20% year on year. Couple this with
a movement towards style and ergonomic design,
we now have devices that are fashion accessories
demanding fresh new mounting solutions. Our new
mounts, designed to capitalise on the new screen
features, blend with contemporary décor to enhance
the presentation.

You take the time to make sure your staff look smart.
The tills are ready to ring the sale. Your customer
asks for some further information and you panic to
find that expensive marketing material you just had
custom printed is hidden away, gathering dust.

Whether you are contemplating a design & build
project or renovating an existing building, our extensive
range of floor level service delivery solutions will fit your
specification as well as your budget.

The ONEMOUNT range, created in 2001, was developed
to improve AV mounting safety and security while
incorporating smart cable management systems.
With a range of flush-to-wall mounting boxes to neatly
contain your cables, all products are rigorously tested
to ensure their suitability in earthquake zones. As a
result, ONEMOUNT has a solution to fit most needs.
Due to their unique universal design and fixing points
to suit NZ studs, the products were adopted by many
installers and continue as favourites today. Working
closely with installers, new applications have developed
and widened our solution base to cover domestic and
install professional projector mounts and an extensive
user friendly range of flat display mounting systems.

Utilising the point of sale brochure holders from
Acrylic Excellence can enhance the way your
customers view you. Simple and effective, we can
form plastic to suit your specific applications. At
home in the hospitality trade or the safety industry,
we produce product signage through to large
machine guards.
If you need that unusual design piece for a theatrical
production or some corporate identification for
an exhibition, the Cable Ways team can come to
your rescue.
Supported by an experienced design team, we
work with your needs, creating solutions in steel,
aluminium and plastic.

The CFF Division of Cable Ways specialises in the
design and manufacture of service distribution systems,
including skirting trunking with integrated flush
mounted Cable Service Centres.
Designed with the end user in mind, we have
integrated cable management features which enhance
the product and simplify the installation.
Even the most discerning client can maintain their
Corporate Identity when they relocate within the
buildings structure. We offer a systematic approach and
component kit for cost effective tenant retrofit, right
down to the face plates that can be matched to their
interior design.
As part of the service, CFF can supply consultants at
the critical points of your projects such as initiation and
design through to the on-site installation, lending their
experience to you as required.

12 Lansford Crescent, Avondale 0600
PO Box 60011 Titirangi 0642
Auckland, New Zealand
Ph + 64 9 820 5220 Fax + 64 9 820 6220
Web cable-ways.co.nz
Stylish, functional and robust.
OneMount - safety personified.

Experienced, flexible and effective.
Acrylic Excellence - display specialists.

Elegant, affordable and practical.
CFF – simplified designs.

innovative industry solutions

Cable Ways Ltd started production in 1984 and its designs have stood the test of time.
From humble beginnings with a few patch and cabling products to meet local demand, we
have distributed thousands of precision products widely in Asia, Europe and the Pacific.
An icon brand in the telecommunications and data network markets, Cable Ways has
expanded to supply solutions to the security, healthcare and entertainment industries.
Whether it is the life-saving applications housed in Ambulances designed by our CEP Division
or our comprehensive lifestyle portfolio with Audio Visual bracketing and safety solutions from
ONEMOUNT, we can design products to meet your commission.
Operating in a purpose conditioned factory, we have the flexibility to schedule your large
production run through to a customised one-off design. Having implemented Kaizen
and continuing with TOC (Theory of Constraints) methodologies, we strive to reduce any
impediment in our business and share the benefits, in the form of robust products at
affordable costs.
With over 10,000 operational years, of real world outside cabinet usage, our world-leading
EXTREME SOLUTIONTM have continued to operate in intense conditions of sand and sun in the
Saudi desert, becoming a testament to our ability to listen to your requirements and deliver
a time proven solution.

indoor pl ant c abinets

outdoor pl ant c abinets

custom engineered products

c abinet cooling systems

Cabinets and hardware for professional
installation and integration of business
systems in commercial premises.

Outdoor cabinets and hardware for
secure installation and integration of
business networks.

Custom designed and made indoor &
outdoor enclosure solutions for unique
installations.

Tailored thermal solutions, using phase
change, air to air and air to water heat
exchangers, TEC and chillers.

> Engineered server space
> Multiple thermal solutions
> Modular design reduces real estate
> Cable & Fibre distribution hardware

> Environmental & people friendly designs
> Easy to install & service
> Quiet, reliable & robust
> Passive & active thermal management

> Mature design experience that helps innovate
cost effective products
> Short lead times for prototype to production
> Designed & built to order

> Add ADSL2+ into existing cabinets quickly
> Retrofit cooling solutions
> Carbon friendly systems for solar sites
> On-site installation

Architecting the design of new purpose built premises
requires considerable thought around the data centre.
With sophisticated devices controlling mission critical
applications, discovering a design that can reduce real
estate footprint, manage all equipment in a modular
fashion whilst stabilising ambient temperature is where
Cable Ways has the answers.

Whether it is the dry heat of the Desert or the arctic
cold, Cable Ways will meet your design requirements
with the assurance of a “fit and forget” solution. Offering
a range of cabinets to house telecommunications
infrastructure of fixed line, fibre and cell, through to
control systems for traffic lights, our products are seen
on the side of the road and on top of oil rigs.

From tracking the location of your Ambulances to
ensuring that the emergency phone is safely housed
on an oil rig battered with high winds and seas,
Cable Ways design the customised enclosures to
safely house sensitive equipment.

When you need to expand your infrastructure
but you are restricted by cumbersome resource
consent or limited budgets, Cable Ways can supply
you with innovative solutions to maximise
existing capacity.

Whether you need a purpose built multiple rack
solution, or an off-the-shelf cabinet to tidy up an existing
deployment, talk to us about your specific needs.

Supplying solutions that cover the Transportation,
Telecommunication and Security industries, we
consistently expand our boundaries into new markets
enabling us to bring new solutions to our existing
customers.

Whether you require a small production run to
prototype a new solution or need product
manufactured in the thousands, our purpose
conditioned factory allows for the flexible delivery
of your order, on time, to specification and
within budget.

Our CCSL Division has designed retrofit heat
exchange cooling kits with flexible fan formats to
allow simple on-site upgrades to existing
equipment nodes. Through the provision of the
RetroCOOL™, we can improve thermal
management in existing infrastructure to allow
additional equipment to be squeezed into your
current deployments.

With a growing trend towards the reduction of carbon emissions, we have been working hard
on developing energy efficient cooling solutions and the innovations of our CCSL Division will
help you realise significant long-term savings as we reduce your power consumption.

When high density and security are an issue, or if
you need to multi-tenant cabinets, Cable Ways will
document your requirements, design a solution and
deliver within the tight timeframes that keeps you
accountable to your deadlines. In addition, our thermally
managed racks ensure a consistent environment for
mission critical servers.

With an exciting future rising above the horizon, we are tooling ourselves up for a time of
growth and harvest. Cable Ways goal is to deliver quality, innovative and cost effective
solutions which meet the changing needs and standards of today’s market, delivered in full,
on time, to specification and within budget.

During an era of financial uncertainty, Cable Ways can
offer the reliable, cost effective solutions you demand.
With easy to install and flexible rack formats, the IPC
range is your one-stop-shop for all of your cabinet needs.

Using the latest in both active and passive thermal
management technologies, our cabinets are at home in
the middle of an urban sprawl or at a remote solar site
in the mountains.

Innovation in manufacturing technique, born out
of experience and an eye for detail, ensures that
your solution will withstand the rigours of time. With
installations at the airports and in the retail domain,
our products are in daily use around the world by
millions of consumers.

Designed with the future in mind, these solutions are
expandable and accommodate multiple fan formats to
deliver optimum thermal management. Compliant to
strict regulatory control, these solutions are built to last.

Trusted by icon brands around the world, Cable Ways
facilitates customer involvement, allowing you to
receive fast optimisation of the finished product.

Expandable, efficient and well-built.
OPC - designed to last.

Mature, innovative and unique.
CEP - custom built designs.

Using smart controllers, we have developed the
science and maximised our thermo electric cooler
outputs, whilst reducing power consumption.
Finally, with the innovative Underground Battery
Enclosure™, we can help you maximise your
uptime where power supply is irregular and real
estate is a premium.

We look forward to meeting your needs and being of service to you.

David S Hobday
Director

Reliable, cost-effective and secure.
IPC - modular agility.

Expandable, flexible and green.
CCSL - increase revenue with minimum
infrastructure expenditure.

